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Forward - Coastal Impacts and Adaptation

• Everything on atolls, vegetation systems, groundwater, soils, all land – is part of 
the “coastal system”, these environmental systems would not exist if not for the 
ongoing ocean and coastal processes. 

• It is useful to think of shoreline adaptation and coastal adaptation as different.
• Coastal adaptation is about the entire island, shoreline is the active beach.

• Climate change related coastal impacts are probably well understood by many 
of you already, the major ones are; 
• Sea Level Rise – marine flooding / wave incursion.  
• Change to coral reef productivity and structure (sea surface temperature & acidification) –

shoreline vulnerability.
• Change in tropical storm frequency / intensity.

• To my knowledge, no single, true long term atoll coastal adaptation plan in the 
Pacific exists. In turn, its no surprise that true long term atoll coastal adaptation 
in the Pacific has not yet begun.  

• Time is running out!





Projected global mean sea level rise RCP8.5

2100
Average worst 
case scenario.

2100
Lowest expected 
under a worst case 
scenario.

2100
Max expected 
worst case 
scenario.

Global Sea Level Rise

About 0.45m

About 0.75m

About 0.97m

• Global Rates at this time about 3.2mm / year.
• Rates are accelerating.
• Significantly higher rates have been recorded in the PIC’s 

over the last 10 years – it is not yet known if these higher 
rates will persist, it is generally felt (at this time) these 
are short term variability, but only time and continued 
measurement will tell. 

Based on 
IPCC, 2014
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What we see today in respect to flooding in the Pacific 
Islands is entirely consistent with what should be expected 
as the “baseline” of sealevel is gradually increased. 
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No berm = No island

Beach

Berm Berm

Beach

Ocean Side Lagoon Side

Typical Atoll Islands look like this. At this time many of our outer islands have healthy
beaches and strong high berms. Waves can not easily wash over the berm. Beaches move
all the time, but the berm is more permanent, if the berm is damaged or removed it may
take 100’s of years to fully form again.



MSL

Max wave run up

What happens when you loose the beach berm?



Atoll shores are living reef mediated shores. Whilst the beach can be highly dynamic, reef edge 
features are largely stable over centennial time frames. 



Tropical Cyclones = wave overtopping

“We conclude that since 
1975 there has been a 
substantial and 
observable regional and 
global increase in the 
proportion of Cat 4–5 
hurricanes of 25–30 % 
per C of anthropogenic 
global warming” 
(G.Holland & 
C.L.Bruye`re, 2014)



No one can doubt the horror and human hardship caused by direct landfall of a cyclone.

However, cyclones are a crucial part of island building processes. There are many atolls that 
would not exist if cyclone waves had not originally built them, and maintained them.

The science to inform us of the effects of more cyclones is very poorly developed.



Beach response to cyclone Pam

On average 30cm





Urbanisation is almost always accompanied 
by heightened coastal vulnerability.

Ocean Side Lagoon Side

Outer Islands

Urbanisation – Interacts synergistically with CC 
impacts to produce our most vulnerable atolls.
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A multimillion dollar Coastal Adaptation project (seawall) –
adaptation or mal-adaptation?



Safe for long 
term settlement

Very 
dangerous

Exposed to 
flooding

Reclamation

Atoll Section

Ocean Side

True coastal adaptation in the atolls will require very large scale 
works, some brave forward thinking and very large budgets.



Reclamation

Staged reclamation concept – Long term adaptation

Ocean Side

Safe for long 
term settlement
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Such technological solutions are easy to imagine, however we must keep in mind the 

huge social / cultural upheaval of such an approach too.



Misunderstanding of shoreline 
dynamics and sea level rise can 
lead to mal-adaptation and 
inappropriate engineering.Rock Islands PALAU



PALAU, Rock Islands - Ngkesill 2013 
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Tourists don’t care where the beach is …….

Building seawalls;
Ugly, expensive, will 
fail, degrades the 
tourism value, blocks 
natural processes …..


